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Athens, 20 September 2021 

PRESS RELEASE 

 
nvisionist, the developer of the innovative nvbird®️ system, stands out at the “HUSUM 

WIND” International Trade Fair for the wind energy industry. 

 

 

                                          
 

 

 

nvisionist has been the only company presenting a bird detection & monitoring system 

in the most important international trade fair for the wind industry “"HUSUM WIND - THE 

GERMAN WIND TRADE FAIR AND CONGRESS”  that took place in Germany during the 

14th and 17th of September 2021in Husum, the wind energy mecca. (it has been the 

first international trade fair with exhibitors and visitors presence following the Covid-19 

pandemic). 

Hundreds of visitors from all over the world have visited the nvisionist stand and have 

been impressed by the features of the nvbird system. 

Nvbird®️ stands out for its innovation, as it adds value to the wind energy, almost 

eliminating the erroneous shutdown of wind turbines, maximizing their productivity, 

while protecting rare birds from colliding with wind turbines blades. 

 

nvbird®️ is a pioneering, integrated solution that is at the forefront of global technology 

with application in Wind Energy and with significant benefits for the environment. 

It is installed in wind farms for bird monitoring and incorporates state-of-the-art 

hardware, software as well as a business intelligence platform. It is based on a unique 

algorithm based on which the system detects and recognizes with unprecedented 

accuracy birds that fly dangerously near the wind turbines, analyzes their flight path, 

activates speakers with sounds to deter them and in case they do not fly away it stops 

the wind turbine until the birds are safe. 

 

At the same time, another confirmation of the international recognition of the 

technological innovation of nvbird® is its selection and presentation at the 

Technology Workshop of Wind Europe that took place on the 8th to 10th of September 

2021. nvbird® was evaluated by the committee of Wind Europe, which consists of top 

wind energy executives, and was presented as the second solution out of 109 entitled 

"Use of artificial intelligence and machine learning algorithms to accurately detect, 

classify and deter birds maximizing wind turbines operating time and saving bird lives". 

nvisionist is an innovative Greek high-tech start-up that specializes in applied digital 

technology solutions, based on Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine learning.  

http://www.nvisionist.com/
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NVISIONIST S.A. designs, creates and offers innovative solutions and services for the 

renewable energy sector that benefit organisations, communities and the 

environment and contribute to the quality of life and conservation of resources. 
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